Direct mapping and alignment of protein sequences onto genomic sequence.
Finding protein-coding genes in a newly determined genomic sequence is the first step toward understanding the content written in the genome. Sequences of transcripts of homologous genes, if available, can considerably improve accuracy of prediction of genes and their structures, compared with that without such knowledge. As protein sequences are generally better conserved than nucleotide sequences, remote homologs can be used as templates, extending the applicability of evidence-based gene recognition methods. However, no tool seems to have been developed so far to simultaneously map and align a number of protein sequences on mammalian-sized genomic sequence. We have extended our computer program Spaln to accept protein sequences, as well as cDNA sequences, as queries. When the query and the target sequences are reasonably similar, e.g. between mammalian orthologs, Spaln runs one to two orders of magnitude faster than conventional approaches that rely on Blast search followed by dynamic-programming-based spliced alignment. Exon-level and gene-level accuracies of Spaln are significantly higher than those obtained by the best available methods of the same type, particularly when the query and the target are distantly related. Spaln is accessible online for a few species at http://www.genome.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~aln_user. The source code is available for free for academic users from the same site.